
 

 

 

 

LinC Project 2016 Additive workshop #2  

“Growing a collective vision for organisations and communities”  

Chris Mene and Daisy Lavea-Timo 

When:  Wednesday April 6th, 6.00 – 8.00 pm 
Who:  Colleagues of the leaders participating in the LinC#2 (Leadership in 

communities) Project and other interested individuals 
Topic:  In this session Chris and Daisy will demonstrate frameworks and processes that 

are used to engage small and large groups in creating a collective vision and 
strategy.   They will share examples from many sectors in Christchurch 
including the Aranui education cluster, health collaborations and grass-roots 
community initiatives.  Participants will experience these facilitation processes 
first-hand by working through a visioning process with their colleagues during 
this workshop.    

Where:  CPIT – Te Puna Wanaka wharenui, Coventry Street.  It’s marked as TM on the 

campus map at the following link.  http://www.cpit.ac.nz/about-us/campus-

maps  

Chris Mene has worked in the field of Community and Stakeholder Engagement since 

1999. He is one of those people with “many hats” and when he is not wearing them he 

keeps them nearby. Chris has spent the last 20 years working in in roles that straddle 

government, community, private and philanthropic interests. He lives and works in the 

spaces on the edge of and in between different worlds and he is quite comfortable 

with ambiguity. Chris has spent a good part of the last five years leading, supporting 

and enabling Community Engagement and Stakeholder Engagement in our communities. www.mene.nz  

Daisy Lavea-Timo was a Team member in the LinC Project in 2014-2015 and 

has a range of passions and roles.  These include the Pasifika community, Judah 

Arts, Health CAYAD, Canterbury Rugby League and has worked as an English 

teacher at Cashmere High School. She is currently studying for an MBA at 

Canterbury University.   Daisy describes her experience in LinC#1 as “I’ve loving 

rubbing shoulders with key community stakeholders in the city and the exposure 

to the outstanding leaders and innovative leadership ideas has been both life 

changing and inspirational.  Daisy will present on some of the community hui processes that she has both 

designed and implemented in a number of the community networks she is a part of.   
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